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Whoosh!

The moment one fighter of the Heavenly Spirits of Alaska’s Stoermers was in a daze, the dagger in his hand
explicitly fell into the hand of Zayn.

In the next second, his large head flew high, with blood splattered all over the air.

A vacancy was created in the great formation of 36 Heavenly Spirits due to the death of one of their comrades,
and the formation was also affected.

“Hmph, I’ll fill up the vacancy!” Finn yelled as he kicked the headless corpse aside, joining the empty spot of
the 36 Heavenly Spirits to fill up the loophole.

However, was it of any use?

Zendaya’s singing exploded in the rear once more.

“Why don’t I bath in flames and step through the skies, defying Heaven’s will to change my fate? My destiny
is mine, it’s clear yet foggy combined. Whoever wants to judge black and white, or right and wrong, he’ d
have to ask me first. I’d rather fight for my freedom than listening to Heaven’s will!”

Her singing was loud and clear, it sounded even more stunning than just a while ago.

However, when the voice entered the ears of Finn and the others, it was like a nail in the coffin with circles of
shackles binding their fate. Those who heard the singing felt their head were about to explode, as if someone
had stuffed a messy ball of cotton into their heads.

Terror, pessimism, cowardice, frustration… All sorts of negative emotions filled their chests, they couldn’t
keep the great formation of 36 Heavenly Spirits at all.

This was the power of Zendaya’s song.

Perhaps, this couldn’t be seen as a song at this point. This was a special hypnosis at the level of mental power,
possessing two diametrically opposed effects towards one’s allies and enemies.

As for allies, they would be boosted with courage and combat power.

As for the enemies, their faith would be crushed and their fighting spirit would disintegrate.

This method was a kind of support in battles, it was known as the Battle Soul Song.

It was something that Alex had inadvertently found from the miscellaneous information after searching all
over the Ultimate Book of Medicine earlier. It was especially suitable for such people who were born with
strong mental power, like Zendaya.

After trying it for a bit this time, it was pretty effective as expected.

Puff! Puff!

Another two heads flew into the air.

With the gain of one side and the loss of the other side, Zayn finally managed to use the true power as a
Grandmaster and consecutively cut down another two fighters again.

Kazim was affected by the song. He couldn’t hold it in any longer and shouted loudly, rushing into the battle
with his men as well.

At this moment, Zendaya had finished one of the verses. She suddenly yelled in her high pitched voice,
“Kneel down!”

Buzz!

Her mental power was now at its peak.

The rest of the Stoermers of Michigan were not affected at all. However, as for the side of the 36 Heavenly
Spirits, half of them went into a trance all of a sudden, falling to their knees uncontrollably.

“Kill!”

Puff! Puff! Puff!

The battle ended in an extremely different way.

If Zayn played the role of sharp blade in this battle, then Zendaya would be the messenger leading to their
victory. Her battle song played a decisive role in the battle.

***

Everything was settled.

Alex figured that he should retreat after achieving his merits.

The only regret was that Tristan Coleman had been taken away by the Colemans, he was not dead yet.
However, the guy might suffer even more for being alive than to be dead. He was obligated to eat twenty-four
meals of mud every single day. Was there any happiness left in such a life? Even if he wanted to find a
woman to vent his emotion. The key point was, this only ability was even taken away by Alex.

The saddest thing in life was that there were many seafoods laying in front of him and he also loved eating
them, yet his body just wouldn’t allow him to consume them!

Splash!

